A Letter from Our Executive Directors

Now is the time to invest in transforming our democracy.

2017 saw deep fissures crack open in the facade of democratic governance, and an upswell of energy in reclaiming civic power. We spent the year reacting to urgent crises, questioning our assumptions, clarifying our values, and reaffirming the central right of all people to participate in the decisions that affect their lives.

While important elections lay ahead, we know that elections alone will not fix our broken democracy. We know that we are tired of politics as usual. We know that we need better ways of governing together.

In 2017, the Participatory Budgeting Project (PBP) expanded the practice and promise of real community-driven democracy. We grew participatory budgeting (PB) in schools, to enable thousands of students to decide how to spend school funds and become civic leaders. We scaled up PB, helping turn PBNYC into the largest local civic engagement program in the US. And we showed how PB can democratize federal, state, and county funds, at a time when these are too often under threat.

Thanks to this work, visionary elected officials and community leaders are increasingly calling for PB, to build more engaged and equitable communities, and to show people the good that government can do.

At PBP, we have been laying the foundation for this new model of democracy. Now, we are ready to build higher, with you.

We are thrilled to expand our leadership in 2018, as our Director of Strategic Initiatives Shari Davis joins co-founder Josh Lerner as Co-Executive Directors. This leadership team will make PBP stronger, building the multi-racial, multi-gender, multi-generational leadership that our organization and our democracy needs.

We are also focusing more on scaling up PB and its impacts. We are launching new technology and tools to make PB easier and more effective. We are building new partnerships and resources to better convert the wave of interest in PB into new PB processes. And we are supporting the local processes with the most potential to grow the practice and power of PB, especially programs for larger pots of money and school budgets. Through PB in schools, we are creating new opportunities for civic education and action, making space for the next generation of leaders to heal our broken democracy.

In this Annual Report we share some of our amazing victories from 2017, and the even bigger opportunities ahead. We hope you’ll join us and support this work.
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Our Mission
The Participatory Budgeting Project (PBP) empowers people to decide together how to spend public money. We create and support participatory budgeting (PB) processes that deepen democracy, build stronger communities, and make public budgets more equitable and effective.

Participatory budgeting (PB) is a community-level democratic approach to public spending that involves people in an annual process of deciding how to spend millions of dollars in public funding. PBP is the lead organization advancing PB across the United States and Canada.

We have empowered more than 400,000 people to directly decide how to spend $299 million in public funds in 29 cities.

Our Work
PBP’s main program areas are:

1. Technical Assistance
We provide direct support to strategic PB processes in order to grow and improve the practice of PB. This includes providing trainings, materials, coaching, and other support and expertise to local governments, organizations, and residents, so that they can implement high-impact civic engagement processes that advance equity and democracy.

2. Participation Lab
We develop and test innovative strategies and design solutions that make PB easier and more effective, and that deepen, measure, and communicate its impacts. This work includes developing civic engagement tools such as trainings, guides, videos and technology to address key PB process challenges.

3. Network Building
We build relationships with PB practitioners, organizers, researchers, and officials to increase demand and support for PB. This work includes managing a PB Network of practitioners, holding international conferences, and introducing PB to new types of budgets.

About PBP
Scaling up Civic Engagement

We supported incredible city and community partners in growing PBNYC into the largest local civic engagement program in the US and Canada. More than 102,800 New Yorkers voted in Spring 2017, almost a third using a new online voting system, to allocate $40 million. 2017 brought elections and significant leadership changes within City Council, which implements the process, but commitment to PB remains strong.

In addition to funding hundreds of community projects, PB has important ripple effects on policy. Air conditioning in schools is often proposed as a PBNYC project. In response to this growing demand, the City announced a new $30 million plan to install AC in all city classrooms. And beyond the city, the Regional Plan Association’s Fourth Regional Plan recommended PB as a key strategy to “promote greater participation in local government” and “make the planning and development process more inclusive.”

Developing Young Leaders

Cyndi Tercero-Sandoval has a front-row seat to how participatory budgeting impacts students and schools. Cyndi coordinates the PB process for the Phoenix Unified High School District, the first school district in the US to use PB to allocate district funds. PBP has worked closely with Cyndi to support students in 10 high schools as they collect ideas, create proposals, and vote on improvements for their schools. Together we’re working to expand PB to all of the district’s schools.

Cyndi and students were excited about a collaboration with the County Recorder’s Office to make the PB vote, held in school gyms and cafeterias, feel like an electoral voting experience. This included using official voting booths, ballots, ballot scanners, and of course, “I voted” stickers. She said that it felt like “...the turnout at a real election!”

Cyndi is amazed at how PB has led to more engaged and invested students, as well as school administrations that now involve students in other kinds of decision-making. She’s seen students gain new abilities to collaborate with each other and school administrations, communicate and interact with other students across social groups, and be empowered to have a voice. Agustin, a Phoenix Union senior, recounts (at left) how becoming a PB leader changed him.

PBP is working with Cyndi and other dedicated staff, teachers, and students at schools around the country, to show students how democracy can work and why their participation matters, and inspire greater civic engagement in their schools and communities.

I’m more outgoing as a person. [Before PB] I would be the kid sitting in the back, in the corner, head always down, not raising his hand. Now I want to sit in the front right where the teacher’s at. -Agustin

[PB is] an opportunity for students to get real life experience, connect it to what they’re learning in the classroom, and really see the power of using their voice...we’re creating future leaders. -Cyndi

How We Built Democracy in 2017

PBP’s leadership made 2017 a year of “firsts” for participatory budgeting in the US and Canada: the first PB process for federal funds, the first PB at a school district level, the first PB using county funds; and the first PB vote of over 100,000 participants. We collaborated with incredible, dedicated local residents, community organizations, and elected officials to make these milestones possible.
Community Control Over Federal Funds

Community Development Block Grants (CDBG) may be a mouthful to say, but this important federal funding stream supports economic development in low-to-moderate income communities. Public participation in deciding how to spend these funds is mandated, but in practice is often shallow and inaccessible. This leads to inequitable spending decisions and public distrust of the program.

This is why February 2017 was so exciting, as more than 1,200 residents of two Oakland council districts voted on community-created funding priorities for almost $800,000 in CDBG funds. These projects included meals, mobile showers, and health services for the homeless, housing counseling and legal advice for tenants at risk of eviction, life-skills classes and other support for immigrants and seniors who speak English as a second language, and internship and apprenticeship placement and career counseling for youth.

We collaborated with grassroots community partners like Asian Pacific Environmental Network (APEN) to engage hundreds of residents living in Oakland’s Chinatown. PBP and APEN made sure that there was interpretation and translation every step along the way, in Mandarin, Cantonese, Vietnamese, and Spanish. This enabled leaders like Hui Zhen Li, a 90-year old community activist, to participate in developing project proposals and do outreach to her neighbors to participate in the vote.

As federal funding programs are increasingly at risk of cuts, we are heartened by the growing crop of cities using PB to engage their residents in determining how to use crucial federal funds. This includes Niagara Falls, NY which used PB to decide how to spend $360,000 in CDBG funds, and St Louis, MO which is using PB for community resiliency ReCAST funds.

New Tools for Participation

PBP’s Participation Lab develops new tools and resources for civic engagement that increase PB’s impacts by making it more accessible, less costly, and easier to implement successfully. In 2017 we launched several important tools, including:

- **Scoping Toolkit:** A guide for governments and institutions that are interested in launching a PB process, to understand what it takes to start.
- **PB Manual:** A comprehensive guide to running a successful PB process.
- **PB in Schools Video:** A short introduction to complement our popular Guide to PB in Schools.
- **SMS Outreach Guide:** A guide to using text messaging to reach PB participants, especially youth.
- **Data for the People:** A pilot resource platform that provides public data on community needs, to improve decision-making in PB.
- **Revised Evaluation Metrics:** A guide to evaluating PB, for researchers.
- **Online Maps** of PB’s impacts in Chicago and NYC.
PBP is creating visual tools like these dynamic online maps to demonstrate PB’s impacts. This map shows how and where PB is growing at a national and global scale. The map below shows the impacts and spread of PB-funded projects at a local scale.
This timeline shows the rapid growth of PB participation in the US and Canada since PBP was founded in 2009. Since then, PBP has supported nearly 80% of participatory budgeting processes in these countries.

PB begins in one Ward in Chicago. 1652 people vote.
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PB is recommended by the New York State Education Department’s plan for the Every Student Succeeds Act, the California Department of Transportation (CalTrans), and the Regional Plan Association’s Fourth Regional Plan as a key civic engagement and equity strategy.

More than 7,000 people participate in the first year of PBNYC.

A record 102,000+ people vote in PBNYC. 30,000 of those participate via a new online voting platform.

Phoenix Unified High School District, in Arizona, is the first to pilot PB for a school district.

The first process in the US for Federal funds, begins in Oakland, CA.

PBP launches the Guide to PB in Schools, our most popular tool.

Vallejo, CA uses PB for a portion of a new sales tax, passed to help the city get out of bankruptcy.

Boston’s “Youth Lead the Change,” the first citywide PB in the US just for youth, begins.

PBP builds support for PB in the South. The City of Greensboro, NC pilots PB for $500,000.
We have big plans for 2018 and beyond! Here’s what we’re working on next—will you join us?

1. **Expanding PB in Schools**
   We are working with civic education partners to bring PB to scale in school systems, to train a new generation in the power of civic engagement. In New York alone, nearly 600 schools are slated to launch PB thanks to new commitments from the New York State Education Department and New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio.

2. **Scaling Up Local Democracy**
   PB has demonstrated strong results and immense promise. To make the most of its potential, we need to stop treating PB as an experiment, and start using it as a core part of government at larger scale. We will focus on partnering with visionary community and government leaders to use PB to democratize bigger budgets.

3. **Tackling Big Public Problems**
   We’re working on new ways that community leaders can use PB to address broader societal challenges—e.g., to give teeth to Community Benefits Agreements, to reinvest criminal justice funds in communities impacted by mass incarceration, and to build healthy communities. And we’re bringing together other leaders and practices of participatory democracy, to push for broader democracy reform, beyond elections.

4. **Redesigning Democracy**
   We’ve been working behind the scenes to upgrade the design and technology of PB, to streamline the process and deepen its impacts. Stay tuned for exciting new technology tools and more user-friendly resources!

---

*Taxpayer dollars are being over-invested in the very systems that exploit and discriminate against people on the margins. It’s time the people made good on our investment by taking that money back and redirecting it into our own communities.*

-Freedom to Thrive, report by Center for Popular Democracy, Law for Black Lives, and BYP100 advocating for PB for criminal justice funds.

We’ve got to prove to our young people that they’ve got the power to change the world around them...we know that when students feel that opportunity to make a difference it will be the beginning of a long lifetime of participation.

-Mayor de Blasio, announcing that he will launch PB in all of NYC’s public high schools as part of his Civics For All initiative.
Finances

Note: Revenue shown here includes multi-year grants awarded in 2016 and paid out in 2017. Because of a mid-year change in accounting practices, these revenues are attributed to 2016 in our audited financial statement.

Donors Decide: PB²

PBP practices what we preach. Each year, we hold our own PB process we call "PB Squared." We invite all of our individual donors to decide how a portion of their donations is spent. We begin by collecting ideas for how to improve and expand PB. Then, we work with our PBP community to develop these ideas into proposals. Finally, our donors vote for their top projects, and we implement those with the most votes. PB² has funded so many important initiatives and tools, including the PB in Schools video and the Data for Delegates online resource that we completed in 2017.
Staff and Boards
These talented people were part of PBP’s team in 2017:

**STAFF**

**Management**
- Josh Lerner, Executive Director
- Jennifer So Godzeno, Deputy Director
- Shari Davis, Director of Strategic Initiatives
- David Beasley, Director of Marketing and Communications
- Hadassah Damien, Director of Data and Technology

**Programs**
- Maria Hadden, Senior Project Manager
- Ginny Browne, Senior Manager of Network Building
- Melissa Appleton, Project Manager
- Francesco Tena, Project Manager
- Bitsy Bentley, Project Manager
- Valerie Warren, Community Engagement Coordinator
- Olga Bautista, Community Engagement Coordinator
- Roselyn Berry, Community Engagement Coordinator
- Rossanna Mercedes, Communications & Advocacy Strategist
- Ashley Brennan, Program & Communications Coordinator
- Solaire Spellen, Program Associate
- Jake Carlson, Research Fellow

**Development**
- Elizabeth Crews, Development Manager
- Harvir Kaur, Individual Giving Manager
- Lize Mogel, Development & Design Strategist

**Operations**
- Naiyma Holmes, Operations Manager
- Giselle Blanco-Santana, Executive Assistant

**BOARD**

- Michael Menser, Chair
- Vishal Gujadhur, Treasurer
- Alina Chatterjee, Secretary
- Silaka Cox
- Mariko Davidson
- Biola Jeje
- Joey Lake
- Joe Moore
- Chris Wilson

**INTERNS**
- CJ Brinson
- Dylan Culp
- Tahir Doumbia
- Terrence Fraser
- Sacha Heymann
- Sasha Hodson
- Mo Kessler
- Marco Lanier
- Joseph Lara
- Amira Pankey
- Victoria Phelps
- Nelson Rodriguez
- Celine Schmidt
- Rasheed Williams

**ADVISORY BOARD**
- Nikita Airen
- Giovanni Allegretti
- Marti Brown
- Shymaine Davis
- Karen Dolan
- Joanna Duarte Laudon
- Michael Freedman-Schnapp
- Alexandra Flynn
- Evan Graner
- Jez Hall
- Sandy Heierbacher
- Gabriel Hetland
- Isaac Jabola-Carolus
- Alexander Kolokotronis
- Rachel Laforest
- Steve Larosiliere
- Matt Leignhinger
- Joe Moore
- Aseem Mulji
- Tiago Peixoto
- Eva Prados
- Whitney Quesenbery
- Richard Raya
- Erin Sanborn
- Daniel Schugurensky
- Donata Secondo
- Robert Sherman
- Santa Soriano-Vasquez
- Anne Stuhldreher
- Celina Su
- Rachel Swaner
- Aaron Tanaka
- Tai Tsao
- David Vlahov
- Meg Wade
- Ny Whitaker
- Erik Olin Wright
- Sondra Youdelman
Our Supporters

Foundation & Corporate

Democracy Fund
The California Endowment
State Infrastructure Fund
JPB Foundation
Booth Ferris Foundation
Rita Allen Foundation
Irvine Foundation
New York Women’s Foundation
Fund for Democratic Communities
New York Foundation
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Mertz Gilmore Foundation
Akonadi Foundation
Robert R. McCormick Foundation*
Phoenix IDA*
Crown Family Philanthropies*
Brooklyn Community Foundation
Arizona Coyotes Foundation
CARTO

Government & Institutions

City of Denver
City of Greensboro
City of Memphis
City of Minneapolis
New York City Council
New York City Council Member Ben Kallos
New York City Council Member Brad Lander
New York City Council Member Mark Levine
New York City Council Member Carlos Menchaca
New York City Council Member Deborah Rose
New York City Council Member Ritchie Torres
City of Victoria
Harvard University -- Ash Center for Democratic Governance & Innovation
Phoenix Union High School District
Bridge Alliance
Civic Hall
Coro New York
Davenport Institute
Invest Detroit

Champions

$500 and above
Cathy Albisa
Joan Alexander-Bakiriddin
Daniel Altschuler
John Appel
Alexa Aviles
Mariko Davidson
Max Fitton
Vishal Gujadhur
Frank Hebbert
Jen Kaminsky
Robin & David Kantor
Brad Lander
Michael Lerner
Susan Lerner
Myrna Caban Lezcano
Joe Moore
Peter Scialla
Anne Stuhldreher
David Smiley &
Lauren Kogod
David Vlahov
Christopher Wilson
Gary Wilson
Gulnara Zeynullina

PB Amplifiers

Monthly Donors
Samuel Carter
Shari Davis
Sheryl Durrant
Alison Fairbrother
Rachael Fauss
Elizabeth Fraser &
Tom Denton
Alea Gage
Douglas Hausladen
Isaac Jabola-Carolus
Kelsey Foster
Julia Foulkes
Jen Kaminsky
Alexander Kolokotronis
Ashley Kuenneke
Jim Labbe
Joey Lake
Steve Larosiliere
Jennifer Lav
Walter Meyer
Katherine Molina-Powell
Patricia Monger
Claire Pearce
Kelly Quirk
Anne Schaeffer
John Shapiro
Toby Sheppard Bloch
Matthew Slats
Alex Sparrow
Carolina Suazo
Lacey Tauber
Paul Vasquez
Brian Wampler
Jeremy Wells

PB Leaders

$100-499
Nikita Airen
Melody Allen
Carol Antunez
Brenda & Ron Appleton
JohnArena
Dennis Attinello
Hala Audi
Cynthia Barton
Robert Bennett
Mathias Black
Jorge Bandon
Katherine Blazyk
Elizabeth Bleier
Jason Boutin
Courtney Breese
Diane Brennan
Cynthia Brown
Virginia Brown
Ken Browne
Kim Carlson
Joseph Charles
Alina Chatterjee
Rejoy Chatterjee
Michael Cross-Barnet
César Espinoza
Jessica Fain
Anne Fitzgerald
James Fountain
Elizabeth Fraser
Joan Freedman
Michael Freedman-Schnapp
William Friedman
DeNora Getachew
Barnali Ghosh

Jennifer Godzeno
Ashish Goel
Benjamin Goldfrank
Evan Graner
Annelise Grimm
Abel Guillen
Nimbus Goehausen
Paul Hanley
Adam Heckman
Catherine Herdlick
Joe Holz
Jennifer Innes
Keri Tyler Isaac
Lorene Jabola
Kevin Kane
Nancy Kass
Mary Beth Kelly
Rachel Laforest
Dana Lawit
Matthew Lemay
Sally Lesser
Shelley Loughmiller
Katie Lorah
Isabel Luciano
Renate Lunn
Lloyd Lynford
Robert Newman
Vaughn Nichols
Paul Norberg
Arlette Mathis
Denis Matisz
Michael Merser
Gretta Mogel
Barbara Pecci
Godfrey Ponnuthurai

Thank you to all of our generous supporters!